May 26, 2023

Suzanne P. Clark  
President and Chief Executive Officer  
U.S. Chamber of Commerce  
1615 H Street NW  
Washington, DC 20062

Dear Ms. Clark:

We write regarding ongoing efforts by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce (the Chamber) and Republicans in the U.S. House of Representatives to extend the 2017 tax cuts for the wealthy and large corporations, even in the midst of supposed concerns about U.S. government debt. The Republican Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) increased the deficit by $1.9 trillion in order to pay for tax cuts that overwhelmingly benefit the richest individuals and corporations.1 Now, while they pretend to care about fiscal responsibility, House Republicans are using the debt ceiling to hold the U.S. economy hostage and demand massive cuts to critical programs relied on by millions of hardworking Americans. At the same time, these Republicans plan to turn around and introduce a tax package next month that will reportedly include proposals to extend TCJA tax giveaways, which could add a staggering additional $3.5 trillion to the deficit.

Meanwhile, the Chamber continues to lobby for these outrageous tax breaks for its giant corporate members, while also – in the words of your own chief policy officer – “cheerleading” for House Republicans and their radical debt ceiling hostage demands.2 We write with a series of questions about how the Chamber justifies supporting the Republican agenda of continued tax cuts for the wealthy, while cheerleading for threats to impose a default and austerity for everyone else.

Republicans in Washington have manufactured the current debt ceiling crisis – by passing trillions on tax cuts for the wealthy when they were in charge and then by threatening to let the U.S. government default on these debts we already owe. U.S. Representative Matt Gaetz just said it explicitly: House Republicans are treating the U.S. economy as “our hostage.”3 Their radical demands include cutting almost every government program that Americans rely on by at least 22% and kicking millions of the poorest Americans off Medicaid, food stamps, and income assistance by applying work requirements that are ineffective at promoting employment but
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effective as onerous red tape. The default that House Republicans are threatening to trigger would be disastrous, as would enactment of their alternative proposals, which would push 780,000 Americans out of work and push our economy towards a recession.

While the Chamber has agreed that a first-ever U.S. government default “would be catastrophic for the U.S. economy,” it nonetheless continues to cheerlead House Republicans’ dangerous threat to trigger one. Politico reported this week that the Chamber’s chief policy advisor, Neil Bradley, has stated that he and other Chamber lobbyists have not met with Speaker Kevin McCarthy because such a meeting would just be a “cheerleading session” and Bradley is “not worried about wasting his time to come in and say, ‘look how much I agree with you.’” Instead of pressing the Speaker to drop his radical demands and pass a clean debt limit increase, Bradley noted that the Chamber has pressed the White House to come to a bipartisan agreement with McCarthy. Indeed, Bradley noted that the Chamber is aligned with House Republicans on their debt ceiling demands, including on spending caps, work requirements, and energy permitting. These comments shed light on the letter that Bradley recently sent President Biden, which dismissed the constitutional issues raised by the debt limit in a clear attempt to support House Republican demands.

This is outrageous. The majority of Americans agree: any serious conversations about reducing the deficit must start with asking the wealthiest individuals and biggest corporations to pay their fair share, not inflicting pain on hardworking Americans. However, House Republicans at every turn have rejected President Biden’s popular proposals to raise revenue by closing tax loopholes exploited by the ultra-rich, and even have included as one of their debt ceiling
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- cutting the top personal income tax rate for the highest-income individuals – married couples making over $600,000 and individuals making more than $500,000 in a single year;\footnote{Center for American Progress, “Biden Tax Proposals Would Correct Inequities Created by Trump Tax Cuts and Raise Additional Revenues,” Jean Ross, April 14, 2023, https://www.americanprogress.org/article/biden-tax-proposals-would-correct-inequities-created-by-trump-tax-cuts-and-raise-additional-revenues.}
- doubling the amount of wealth that multi-millionaires and billionaires can pass on to their heirs tax-free from $11 million per couple in 2017 to over $25 million today;\footnote{Id.}

This would bring the total cost of these Republican tax cuts to over $5.4 trillion over 15 years. Republicans spent $1.9 trillion on the first 10 years of TCJA tax cuts\footnote{Congressional Budget Office, “The Budget and Economic Outlook: 2018 to 2028,” April 8, 2018, pg. 129, https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/2019-04/53651-outlook-2.pdf.} – with the richest 20% of Americans getting 72% of the benefits, and the richest 1% alone getting 27% of the benefits.\footnote{Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy, “TCJA by the Numbers, 2020,” August 28, 2019, https://itep.org/tcja-2020/.} If not for those Trump tax cuts, along with the Bush tax cuts and their extensions, U.S. debt would actually be declining as a share of GDP.\footnote{Center for American Progress, “Tax Cuts Are Primarily Responsible for the Increasing Debt Ratio,” Bobby Kogan, May 27, 2023, https://www.americanprogress.org/article/tax-cuts-are-primarily-responsible-for-the-increasing-debt-ratio/.} Now, Republican proposals to make temporary TCJA tax giveaways permanent would add an additional $3.5 trillion to the deficit over the next 10 years.
years, according to a new estimate by the Congressional Budget Office.\(^{23}\) Once again, the richest 20% would receive nearly two-thirds of the tax cuts and the richest 5% nearly 40%.\(^{24}\)

As Politico reports, “Republicans don’t seem all that concerned for now about a quick turn-around between a deficit-cutting deal and a potentially deficit-busting tax package.”\(^{25}\) Indeed, the House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Jason Smith is reportedly in a rush to finalize this tax giveaway by his birthday, June 16.\(^{26}\)

The Chamber appears to be fully in support of this shameless hypocrisy. Even as you cheer Congressional Republicans’ demands for deep cuts to critical programs that Americans rely on, you also continue to support Republican proposals to extend TJCA tax cuts for its giant corporate members.\(^{27}\) Of course, the Chamber also spent millions in 2017 in order to pass TCJA in the first place.\(^{28}\)

The American people deserve to understand why you are supporting even more deficit-busting tax giveaways for giant corporations, while also cheerleading Republican demands to inflict painful, job-killing austerity on everyone else in a pretense of “fiscal responsibility.” We urge you to reverse course and request that you answer the following questions by June 2, 2023:

1. How much have you spent on lobbying for business tax breaks in 2023?
2. What discussions have you had in the past year on further business tax breaks with House Ways and Means Republicans?
3. Would a default be a positive development for “business growth and America’s success”?\(^{29}\)
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4. Would a recession caused by Republican demands to make massive cuts for programs for working families in exchange for extending the debt ceiling be a positive development for “business growth and America’s success”?

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Warren
United States Senator

Sheldon Whitehouse
United States Senator

Edward J. Markey
United States Senator
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